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Letter from the CEO
Dear Friends,

In 2017, Massif Games continued to grow and expand its reach and product lines. We successfully 
completed 2 Kickstarters, one for our Game Stands (Massif Displays) product line on May 1st and 
more notably, our Mountaineers campaign on December 7th. Additionally, we continued to grow and 
develop our brand, exhibiting our company at international game conventions, and engaging our 
community on social media. 

In spite of the recent successes we had on Kickstarter, we still have not yet generated profit from which 
we can contribute to the causes we endorse as a Benefit Corporation. However, I am excited and 
hopeful that by 2018 and the release of our next Benefit Report, we will be profitable and able to make 
significant contributions towards fighting human trafficking and helping with wilderness preservation. 

That Massif Games remain a Benefit Corporation is something I deeply care about. Despite objections 
from experienced business advisers when I founded the company, I was insistent on designating 
ourselves as a Benefit Corporation from the very beginning. I want giving, caring, and generosity to be 
in the DNA of our company. I want Massif Games to not only be known for the games it produces, but 
also for the positive impact it makes on the world.

I’m proud of the fact that we were the first in the growing board game industry to have the Benefit 
Corporation designation, and I’m excited to develop new ways to use board games to help the world 
become a better place. Most importantly, I can’t wait to use our profit to drastically improve the lives 
of human and sex trafficking victims around the world. This is the true motivation for my daily work, a 
motivation that will always drive my goals, dreams, and aspirations. 

To our customers, suppliers, manufacturers, advisors, and those whom we wish to help: thank you for 
your belief and support in our company. I look forward to working together with all of you to have a 
profound effect on the world. Keep up the good work, fight the good fight, and never let despair take 
the place of hope. We can and will make a difference.  

Sincerely yours, 

Corey Wright
Founder and CEO
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INTRODUCTION

Massif Games become a legally designated Benefit Corporation in the State 
of Oregon on the first day it was founded, February 29, 2016. As a Benefit 
Corporation, we indicated in our articles of incorporation our purpose to create 
a general public benefit, defined as "a material positive impact on society and 
the environment, taken as a whole, from the business and operations" of our 
company. 

In Oregon, Benefit Corporations, among other stipulations, are required to issue 
an annual Benefit Report. This is our second such report, issued for the 2017 
fiscal year. 
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Specific Benefit Purposes in Our Corporate Articles:
Our mission as a Benefit Corporation can be summarized in 4 key areas that we refer to as:

• Massif Freedom
• Massif Good
• Massif Visibility
• Massif Benefits

Here are the descriptions as set forth in the articles of incorporation for Massif Games LLC:

1. Massif Freedom: 

Each year, MASSIF GAMES LLC will donate a minimum of 10% of its annual net revenue to nonprofit charitable 
organizations that work to perform one or more of the following things:

a) End human/sex trafficking
b) Provide support for victims of human/sex trafficking
c) Create awareness of human/sex trafficking
d) Provide services with the purpose of preventing human/sex trafficking
e) Contributions shall consist of cash, products and services, and MASSIF GAMES LLC expenses  
associated with supporting nonprofit organizations described above.

2. Massif Good: 

MASSIF GAMES LLC will strive to build and sell its products in a manner that causes no unnecessary 
harm to the planet or its inhabitants by:

a) Designing high quality products that are durable and last multiple generations.
b) Designing our products with (when possible) recycled and/or environmentally friendly 
materials
c) Operating our business in a way that causes no unnecessary harm to the planet or its 
inhabitants.

3. Massif Visibility: 

MASSIF GAMES LLC will endeavor to provide publicly available information regarding our impact as a 
company in the fight against human/sex trafficking and our contributions to nonprofit charitable organi-
zations.

We will strive to create a transparent company culture, requiring accountability for each member, 
manager, and employee to demonstrate our commitment to providing a positive impact on society and 
the environment.
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4. Massif Benefits: 

MASSIF GAMES LLC will strive to provide an excellent work environment and competitive benefits to all 
of our employees, beginning on their first day of work. These benefits will include:

a) Health insurance benefits to all employees working at least 30 hours a week.
b) Five weeks of paid leave for all employees following the birth or adoption of their child.
c) Unlimited paid sick leave for all employees working at least 30 hours a week.
d) A minimum of 40 hours of annual paid leave for employees volunteering at a company 
approved nonprofit charitable organization(s).

Note:

In addition to the above given statements, MASSIF GAMES LLC cares deeply about supporting 
wilderness preservation. As such, we look forward to contributing to causes that ensure that our 
mountains, glaciers, and wildernesses are preserved. 

General Public Benefit:
Despite Massif Games posting net loss for the 2017 fiscal year, the company was able to provide 
several aspects of general public benefit including: 

We participated in several small business and entrepreneurial events, during which we 
highlighted the positive aspects of being a Benefit Corporation and encouraged other 
individuals and companies to consider the same for themselves. 

We are the first USA registered company in the board game industry to officially be a Benefit 
Corporation. As such, we have set an example for others in the industry to follow. We hope 
through friendly marketing competition to “inspire” our competitors to follow suite and also form 
Benefit Corporations.

We continued selling an innovative product (Massif Displays) to specifically help smaller 
companies within the board game industry succeed at selling their games and accessories. 

Through hosting local and international events to play our games, we helped people of diverse 
backgrounds connect, spend time getting to know each other, and enjoy the fun of playing a 
game together. 

Through social media and word-of-mouth, we helped support and grow local organizations and 
meet-ups for gamers in the Linn and Benton counties of Oregon. 
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Specific Public Benefit: 
This section discusses the specific public benefit provide by Massif Games, as compared to the Benefit 
Purposes of Massif Freedom, Massif Good, Massif Visibility, and Massif Benefits stated in our articles of 
incorporation. 

 
Massif Freedom: 

As described below under Massif Visibility, Massif Games posted a gross profit of $10,987.99 and a 
net income of -$23,383.58. While a net loss is typical of a startup company, it unfortunately meant that 
Massif Games was unable to donate 10% of its annual net revenue to nonprofit organizations. 

Massif Good: 

Massif Games was able to successfully meet its goals in this area through the following: 

Spent more time than typical of the industry average in designing “Mountaineers” to be able to 
be manufactured efficiently and with minimal waste, while retaining durability. 

Created product prototypes with previously recycled materials such as greyboard and paper 
products. 

Created more than 90% of our prototypes with recyclable materials. 

We employed lean manufacturing techniques, saving even the smallest scraps of material for 
reuse later. 

During game prototyping, we would consistently create new versions using the materials 
from previously made prototypes, or source materials from old games sold at thrift stores and 
elsewhere. 

Developed our R&D processes and equipment to minimize the need for external transportation 
of supplies and work. 

While vetting future manufacturers for the commercial production of our products, we took 
into account their business practices, company missions, and treatment of employees into our 
decision making process. 
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Massif Visibility:

As a company, we strive to have a transparent company culture both internally and externally. We have 
been successful in this area, and will continue to do so through the following measures: 

The annual reporting of our impact as a Benefit Corporation (this document).

Using an open communication platform called Slack as the main source of messaging for all 
those involved with the operations and business of Massif Games. 

The reporting of our 2017 profit and loss (given below). 

Massif Games 2016 Profit and Loss:
 
Total Income:    $ 12,667.49
Total Cost of Goods Sold:   $ 1,679.50
Gross Profit:    $ 10,987.99

Total Expenses:   $ 34,371.57

NET OPERATING INCOME  $ -23,383.58
NET INCOME    $ -23,383.58

Massif Benefits:

As of the Massif Games 2017 corporate year, we had 0 employees. Hence, we have nothing to report 
with respect to our benefit goals in this area. We look forward to providing our future employees an 
excellent work environment and competitive benefits. 
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Benefit Corporations for Good Third Party Certification
Benefit Corporations in Oregon are required to assess their impact by a third party standard that 
meets Oregon's statutory requirements and report this information in their Benefit Report. For 2017, 
we choose Benefit Corporations for Good, a local Oregon non-profit organization that helps B-Corps 
measure their social and environmental impact. Benefit Corporations for Good also meets the 
requirements of the State of Oregon for a third party standard. 

After our completing a test assessment and a phone interview, Benefit Corporations for Good gave us 
a score of 91% (178 points out of possible total of 195) and certified us as a Benefit Corporation. The 
certificate is attached to this report. 

Benefit Corporation Score Assessment
We are pleased with our score of 91%. However, we will strive to improve this score, by looking for 
ways to implement the following systems and suggestions from Benefit Corporations for Good over the 
next few years. 

• Develop a Value Proposition and post on website
• Develop Elevator Pitch and post on website
• Develop Brand Manifesto and post on website
• Formalize customer input by completing 2 - 4 online surveys per year
• Create company operating principles for on boarding employees and contractors that 

emphasize equity, diversity and inclusion.
• Keep news page current and strive for 2-4 posts a month
• Seek new ways to support community organizations, including schools and organizations aimed 

at helping youth and young adults.
• Promote that company is a certified Oregon Benefit Corporation on packaging and advertising 

materials. 
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Closing Statement
In summary, Massif Games had an excellent second year. We did business in a way that cares about 
the world and people we interact with, and we took the first steps towards becoming a company 
that will have a profound impact with respect to fighting human trafficking and supporting wilderness 
preservation. We look forward to what the 2018 fiscal year will bring, and the good we will be able to 
accomplish. 

For more information or questions, please don't hesitate to reach out on the following platforms:

Website:   www.massifgames.com

Email:   info@massifgames.com

Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/massifgames/

Twitter:   https://twitter.com/MassifGames

Instagram:  https://instagram.com/MassifGames
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Appendix A: Certification of Benefit Corporation
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